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ABSTRACT – This Paper presents an army safety system using GPS, Node MCU, Power Bank, Dongle for Wi-Fi, MAX30205 Body 

Temperature Sensor, Heart Rate Sensor etc. In the security of security force, it is very helpful in protect them. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There is an important role of security forces to give security to the nation. So, it is very important that they have to be secure. And it is 

also very important to locate their location, detect their body temperature. Smart clothing or “INTELLIGENT TEXTILE” represents 

the new class of wearable textile with interactive technologies, intended to be attractive, comfortable and fit for purpose for the 

identified user. The fields of applications are very deferent such as healthcare, fitness, sport, lifestyle, space exploration, public safety 

and military. 

 

II. FIRST IMPLIMATENTATION   

The first idea to embed sensors into the garments in military fields was by researchers of the Georgia Institute of Technology on a US 

Defense Advanced Research Project Agency Grant. The main goal was to monitor the status of the soldiers and to reveal eventual 

injuries and their influence on his/her health. 

 

III. CURRENT DEVELOPMENT 

- Communication 

- Healthcare Monitoring 

- Device Control 

 

 

IV. WHY SMART CLOTHING? 

Smart clothes are important for security forces because sensing clothing offers the unique opportunity to implement a non-intrusive 

monitoring, I.e., they represent an extraordinary tool for observing and analyzing the complex Human-Machine-Environment system 

in specific tasks.  

There is a figure which will give a better idea for important parameters which can be monitored using smart clothing. 
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                                                 Figure 1.1 Parameters that can be Monitored using Smart Clothing 

The figure shows the main parameters to be monitored specifically in the military applications. 

 

V. COMMUNICATION 

In security forces wireless communication is most important because wireless communication help to know the status of other soldiers 

and it will make easy to establish the perfect communication between each soldiers. 

VI. METHODS 

Wearable have a close, even intimate, relation with the human body. This relation is physical, physiological and functional. For this 

reason, the design of intelligent garments involves two different macro areas: Design Issues and Technological Issues. There is a 

figure which makes you understand better about this. 

 
Figure 1.2 Summary of Design Parameter 
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Figure 1.3 Block Diagram of Smart Clothing System 

 

VII. DESIGN CONSIDERATION 

- Designing the smart clothes requires as first task the identification of measuring parameter requirements, whose first need is 

determining sensor placement onto the body of their wearability.  

- Washability and sterilization or disinfection should be considered if applicable in special applications like the military.  

- Elasticity also plays an important aspect permitting a close contact between the sensor and the skin. 
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Figure 1.4 Flow Chart for Smart Clothing System 

 

VIII. QUALITY 

Smart clothes will improve the quality of care for body. 

- Real Time 

- Deal with Emergency 

- GPS 

 

IX. EFFECTIVENESS 

Effectiveness means the products can successfully understand the soldiers need and make a proper communication between each 

soldiers. 

- Continuously Health Monitoring 

- Comfort in wear 
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X. CONCLUSION  

Our effort behind this project is to design a smart cloth which gives proper security to security forces and also it will provide many 

more advantages to the security forces. Smart clothing is an essential requirement now days since the soldiers working in high risky 

terrains can work easily and efficiency. 

 

XI. FUTURE SCOPE 

1) It can easily monitor the Heart rate and Body temperature of security forces. 

2) It can make proper wireless communication between each soldier. 

3) Soldiers can easily locate the location of other soldiers. 

4) This cloth will help the soldiers in case of emergency. 

5)  
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